Recent Developments
In Analytical Models
Of Voting in the U.S. Congress

This paper surveys recent developments in analytical models of roll-call voting in the U.S. Congress. Two controversies are analyzed in the paper: the one over the number of evaluative dimensions that underlie congressional voting and the other over the relative importance of the legislator's ideology and the objective economic interests of the constituency. The framework for the analysis is a spatial theory of voting, which embodies Philip Converse's theory of belief systems.

It is a commonplace observation in psychometrics that if a set of data is structured then a variety of techniques—reflecting differing theories about the processes generating the data—will reveal aspects of that structure. This is especially true of roll-call voting in the U.S. Congress. Factor analysis, hierarchical clustering, Guttman scaling, multi-dimensional scaling, and linear logit models—to name just a few—have been applied to sets of roll-call votes. All have revealed structure, and the literature is dense with examples. The purpose of this essay is not purely bibliographical; I do not intend to list all these examples. Rather, I will deliberately limit myself to discussing two recent lines of research using roll-call votes and how they relate to the MacRae-Clausen "standard position" method of analyzing roll-call voting.¹ The two areas I will focus upon are dimensional studies by political scientists, which by their nature involve large numbers of roll calls, and linear logit models, typically done by economists, which involve small numbers of roll calls. The framework for my analysis will be Converse's (1964) seminal paper on belief systems and the recent spatial theory of voting that, in effect, is a mathematical realization of Converse's model. My aim is to show how this model is consistent with the structure revealed by these various roll-call voting studies.

A Belief System Model of Congressional Voting

Converse defines a belief system "as a configuration of ideas and attitudes in which the elements are bound together by some form of
constraint or functional interdependence” (1964, p. 207). “From the point of view of the actor, the idea organization that lends to constraint permits him to locate and make sense of a wider range of information from a particular domain than he would find possible without such organization” (p. 214). From an observer’s point of view, the constraint means that certain issue positions are bundled together, and the knowledge of one or two issue positions makes the remaining positions very predictable. To know that a member of Congress favors an increase in the minimum wage makes it highly likely that the member favors increased spending to aid the homeless. These relationships are typically summarized by the words “liberal” and “conservative,” and informed observers of the U.S. political landscape can easily tick off the issue positions normally associated with these words.

However, as Converse noted about the closely related word “ideology,” “liberal” and “conservative” have been “thoroughly muddied by diverse uses” (p. 207). Hinich and Pollard (1981) argue that these words do not necessarily mean the presence of some coherent political philosophy. Rather, they are best understood as labels that have become attached to certain consistent patterns of political behavior. It is not necessary that this constituency derive “from anything so strong as ideology... The behavioral labels we observe are more likely derived from ad hoc responses to changing conditions and political fortunes” (p. 325). What matters is the predictability of the behavior—that is, the existence of constraint across issues.

For example, a “conservative” member of Congress is likely to oppose government intervention in the economy (raising the minimum wage, OSHA, expanding the food stamp program, etc.), to favor government intervention in the private lives of individuals (banning abortions, care of deformed newborns against the wishes of physicians and parents, allowing prayer in the public schools, etc.), and to favor foreign intervention to contain the spread of communism. It is difficult to argue that a coherent philosophy of government underlies this mix of attitudes; indeed, the point is that such a philosophy need not exist. “Such diversity is testimony to an absence of any strict logical constraints among such idea-elements, if any be needed. What is important is that the elites familiar with the total shapes of these belief systems have experienced them as logically constrained clusters of ideas” (Converse, 1964, p. 211).

The absence of an overarching logical (in the deductive sense) philosophy tying various ideas together does not mean that a belief system is complex. In fact, just the opposite may be true. The more constrained a belief system, “the more economically it may be described and
understood” (1964, p. 214). That is, the higher the constraint, the fewer the evaluative/judgmental dimensions needed to organize and simplify the political world.

Party identification simplifies the political world. No one questions that the primary explanatory variable in congressional voting is party. But what sort of variable is party? It clearly is not a nominal variable because we speak of degrees of party support by individual members. What is meant by party support? Surely political parties stand for something; party platforms in presidential election years are quintessentially collections of issue positions with high-sounding rhetoric. Political parties are thus collections of people with similar patterns of constraint over issues. (In this regard, the Democratic party after World War II was really two political parties—northern and southern.) Thus the primary evaluative/judgmental dimensions that underlie congressional voting should be those that most clearly separate the political parties.

A natural model of this process is a spatial theory of voting suggested by Ordeshook (1976) and fully articulated by Hinich and his colleagues (Hinich and Pollard, 1981; Enelow and Hinich, 1984). The mathematical structure of the model is quite simple. In the context of congressional voting, each issue is modeled as an ordered dimension of alternatives, and each member is assumed to have an ideal point on, and single-peaked preferences over, each issue dimension. Constraint has a straightforward geometric interpretation. It means that the issues lie on a low-dimensional hyperplane. Or, stated another way, that the ideal points in the basic space defined by the hyperplane generate all the issue dimensions through simple linear maps.

Let p denote the number of legislators, n the number of issues, and s the number of dimensions in the basic space. The spatial model is summarized by the relationship $XW = Y$; where $X$ is the $p$ by $s$ matrix of individual positions in the basic space, $W$ is an $s$ by $n$ matrix of linear maps, and $Y$ is the $p$ by $n$ matrix of issue positions. To give a concrete example, suppose the basic space is defined by one evaluative dimension. Then every issue dimension is simply a linear transformation of the evaluative dimension. In an errorless world, the correlation between any pair of issues would be one. If there are two or three evaluative dimensions and error is present in the mapping matrix $W$, then the intercorrelations computed from $Y$ could be far less than unity.

**The MacRae-Clausen “Standard Position” for Roll-Call Analyses**

Duncan MacRae (1958, 1970) pioneered the “dimension method” of analyzing roll-call voting. As Collie (1985) notes, MacRae’s
generation of scholars were heavily influenced by the "responsible" party paradigm (APSA, 1950), and MacRae was careful to distinguish party from "ideological" influences in his work. "Throughout my research in this area I tried to emphasize the contrast between ideological dimensions . . . and strictly partisan dimensions, reflecting loyalty to the legislative party, which may not be so visible but which can be relevant to a legislator's career" (personal communication). For the analysis of issues, MacRae recommends the use of hierarchical clustering and Guttman scaling; for the analysis of partisanship, he recommends factor analysis of Yule's Q matrices (1970, p. 286-287).

Clausen (1973) explicitly rejects a belief-system model of the type I outlined above. However, his rejection appears to be aimed specifically at a unidimensional liberal/conservative model that is assumed to structure all of roll-call voting. Clausen regards the "ideologist theory" as "too gross a simplification of the decision-making apparatus of the typical congressman, so proud of his pragmatism and so scornful of ideological straitjackets" (p. 31). Instead, Clausen proposed a policy dimension theory of voting, in which alignments could vary from policy area to policy area. The method that flows from the theory proceeds by coding all nonunanimous roll calls according to their policy content, computing Yule's Q matrices for each policy area, and then applying hierarchical clustering to isolate roll calls that form a policy dimension. His basic finding is that voting alignments on these prespecified policy dimensions are stable over time.

Neither MacRae's nor Clausen's approach is inconsistent with the simple belief-system model. MacRae would estimate the columns of Y associated with partisanship separately from the columns of Y associated with issues. In contrast, Clausen's method isolates some (perhaps all) of the columns of Y. The major difference between the two approaches is that MacRae is more disposed to let the dimensions emerge from the data, while Clausen prespecifies them. In this regard, MacRae is closer to the standard approach taken in psychometrics, in which the overall dimensionality of the data is determined and then the content of the recovered dimensions is studied (Coombs, 1964; Kruskal, 1964).

The Dimensionality Controversy

MacRae and Clausen—by the very character of their approaches to roll-call analysis—are in fundamental agreement that congressional voting is multidimensional. In recent years a series of studies have appeared that cast doubt on this point of view. Jerrold Schneider (1979) claims that a single liberal/conservative dimension structured congres-
sional voting during the 1971-1976 period. He found high rank-order correlations between the liberal/conservative orderings of legislators over several policy areas. Examining interest group ratings computed from roll calls, Kritzer (1978)—using factor analysis—and I (Poole, 1981, 1984, 1986; Poole and Daniels, 1983)—using metric unfolding—found that, at most, two dimensions account for the variance in the ratings during the 1959-1982 period. Hoadley (1980) applied nonmetric multidimensional scaling to the legislator-by-legislator agreement score matrices for the 1971-1978 Senates and found two dimensions underlying voting. Smith (1981), using the Clausen dimensions, found that over the 1957-1976 period, Senate voting patterns exhibited an "overall trend toward greater alignment consistency [which appears] to be related to an underlying trend in the ideological patterns in the alignments" (p. 792). He attributes the difference in the results of Schneider and Clausen to the different time periods analyzed. William Schneider (1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986; see also Cohen, 1982; and Cohen and Schneider, 1987) employed a principal components analysis of key votes in three general policy areas—economic, social, and foreign policy—and found a high degree of alignment similarity. "Most members of Congress had relatively consistent voting patterns on economic, foreign policy, and social issues" (Cohen, 1982, p. 810). Finally, Rosenthal and I have developed a method of scaling which we have dubbed NOMINATE (for *nominal three-step estimation*); this method estimates a simple one-dimensional spatial model—an ideal point for each legislator and two policy locations, yea and nay, for each roll call—directly from the roll calls (Poole and Rosenthal, 1985a). We found that a single dimension correctly classified about 82% of all voting in the 1919-1985 period in both the House and Senate (Poole and Rosenthal, 1986).

What are we to make of this cacophony of methods and findings? Is there any objective way of determining the dimensionality of roll-call voting? The answer is a qualified yes, if roll-call voting is in accord with the belief-system model I outlined above or if Clausen's model is correct. Technically, if voting along the underlying dimensions is in accord with a dominance model (i.e., a Guttman scale) or a two-stimulus proximity model (legislators vote for the closest stimulus and have single-peaked utility functions), then a principal components analysis of the Yule's Q matrix will reveal the dimensionality underlying the voting (Weisberg, 1968). If there are a large number of roll calls that pit a moderate group against two extreme groups so that there are in effect three policy choices (Weisberg [1968, p. 89] gives the example of the moderates versus the abolitionists and southerners during voting on the compromise of 1850), then this approach will not reveal the correct dimensionality. With this caveat in mind, let us look at the data.
Figures 1 and 2 show three measures of dimensionality. First, the top parts of the figures show the percentage of variation explained by the first three eigenvalues of the Yule's Q matrix computed for every congress (the 1st through the first session of the 99th) for the House and Senate respectively. Second, the middle part of the figures show the stress formula 1 values from KYST (Kruskal, Young, and Seery, 1973) for one, two, and three dimensional nonmetric scalings of the legislator-by-legislator agreement score matrix computed for each congress. Finally, the lower part of the figures shows the Pearson r-squares for a one, two, and three dimensional metric scaling (Poole, 1984) of the same legislator agreement score matrices analyzed by KYST. All roll calls with at least 10% in the minority were utilized. I used the Cray XMP/48 at the Pitt/CMU national supercomputer center to perform the decompositions and scalings.

The dimensionality pattern for all three measures is basically the same within each house of Congress. The Pearson correlations between the three measures are all on the order of .90. The periods of party realignment show up clearly in the figures (see Burnham, 1970; Sundquist, 1973; Ginsberg, 1972, 1976; Sinclair, 1977, 1981; Brady, 1979, 1982). Overall, the House is more tightly structured than the Senate.

Although the similarity of the patterns is apparent to the eye, how many dimensions are present in any given time period is not so easily determined. For example, in the House, the 55th through the 61st (1897-1910) Congresses were unquestionably one dimensional. In contrast, the dimensionality of Senate voting during the past 25 years is less clear. The stress values and r-squares suggest a two-dimensional structure, while the Yule's Q eigenvalue pattern indicates that only one dimension is present.

To get a handle on the question of dimensionality, I conducted a monte-carlo study to determine what stresses, r-squares, and eigenvalues would be produced by an abstract legislature voting in accord with the spatial theory I outlined above. In particular, I used the coordinates in one, two, and three dimensions generated by KYST for the 99th Senate and then randomly produced roll calls in such a way as to reproduce the actual distribution of vote margins observed in the Senate over the past 50 years. I ran 200 simulations each with 300 roll calls at a variety of levels of noise and dimensional weighting. I found that the Yule's Q eigenvalue pattern was indeed a good indicator of the number of dimensions but was a very poor measure of the relative weighting of the dimensions. For example, if the dimensions are equally weighted, then the equivalent number of large positive eigenvalues of approximately the same magnitude will be recovered, corresponding to the dimensionality
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of the legislature. Depending upon the noise level, the remaining eigenvalues are smaller and many are negative. If the dimensions are weighted unequally, the eigenvalues are quite distorted. For example, if there are two dimensions with one dimension twice as important as the first (2:1), then the recovered eigenvalues have a ratio of approximately 5.5:1. In contrast, KYST recovers the ratio almost exactly. This is no surprise. KYST has been extensively tested and is known to be highly reliable (Kruskal and Wish, 1978; Pruzansky, Tversky, and Carroll, 1982). The results of the metric scaling are almost as good as those of KYST.

The monte-carlo results indicate that a two-dimensional model with a weight ratio of 2:1 to 3:1 and a 20 to 25% voting error level will reproduce the results of Figures 1 and 2 for the 1913-1985 period. To reproduce the results of the early 1850s, four or more equally salient dimensions are required.

I conclude that, in the aggregate, congressional voting between realigning periods is simply structured; there are at most three dimensions, with one dimension being at least twice, and more often three times, as salient as the remaining dimensions. I emphasize that these are aggregate results. The classification percentages of empirical spatial models are on the order of 80 to 85% (Poole and Daniels, 1985; Poole and Rosenthal, 1986), so that there is ample room for the presence of fine structure.

In my opinion, the MacRae-Clausen approach recovers a combination of the aggregate structure and the fine structure, and the relative salience of the dimensions is accordingly obscured. As I explained above, I do not believe that the MacRae-Clausen approach is inconsistent with the simple belief-system model that, in one form or another, is implicit in aggregate scaling methods like KYST, which assume single-peaked preferences. To show the connection requires the development of a method that would estimate X, W, and Y directly from the roll calls. This task remains to be done. Until it is, the dimensionality controversy will remain unsettled.

**Linear Logit Models of Roll-Call Voting**

All scaling methods are ways of decomposing data into simple structure. So, given that we have scaled members of Congress on one or more dimensions using the roll calls, what does the structure we have uncovered mean? For the sake of argument, suppose we find that three dimensions account for most roll-call voting in a given congress. Suppose further that these three dimensions then predict voting in the succeeding congress very accurately. The dimensions predict, but what explains them—that is, what is the causal agent?
The simplest answer is personal beliefs. Members of Congress have well-developed belief systems. In a voting situation, they vote for the policy that best reflects their personal beliefs. This answer is simple and attractive, but unsatisfactory. Members of Congress do not represent just themselves; they represent constituencies — the people who voted for them, campaign contributors, organized groups, and so on. Therefore, voting decisions must be a combination of these interests and a member’s personal beliefs. The real question is how important these interests are relative to the member’s personal beliefs and, if they do differ, whether it is possible to disentangle them.

Economists of the “Chicago School” take the extreme position that ideology or personal beliefs play no role. If the economic interests can be properly defined and measured, then they will explain the voting decisions. Peltzman (1984) argues that measures such as the ADA rating are simply “proxies for something more fundamental: liberals and conservatives tend to appeal to voters with systematically different incomes, education, and occupations, and to draw contributions from different interest groups.” Variables that measure these characteristics are “capable of rationalizing voting patterns without much need for relying on explanations that involve shirking” (p. 210). In a later paper, however, Peltzman appears to recognize, if not endorse, the role of ideology in congressional voting (Peltzman, 1985).

In any case, the generic linear model is

\[ \text{Voting Decision} = \alpha + C\beta + \epsilon \]

The dependent variable is either a specific roll-call vote or an index constructed from several roll calls. C is a matrix of economic variables. If the dependent variable is discrete, \( \epsilon \) is usually assumed to have a logistic distribution, and \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are easily estimated through standard maximum likelihood methods. In relation to the belief system model, \( C\beta \) in effect plays the role of \( X \). That is, this model assumes that individuals are automata; belief systems are entirely a function of economic variables.

This specification has a number of problems. As Fiorina (1974) points out, it is incorrect to use geographic constituency measures of economic self-interest. Rather, the correct procedure is to measure the economic self-interest of the reelection constituency. In fact, the same geographic constituency can support different reelection constituencies (Fenno, 1978). Peltzman (1984) builds this distinction into his models. The remaining papers cited below do not address the issue.

Another major problem with the above specification is that, in practice, a different \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are estimated for each roll call. This is
equivalent to estimating a separate dimension for every roll call; $Y$ has as many columns as there are roll calls. This is so because $\alpha$, the intercept, plays the role of a cutting point between the yeas and the nays in a uni-dimensional spatial model, with $C\beta$ playing the role of the individual unidimensional ideal points (Poole and Rosenthal, 1985b). The correct model is to allow $\alpha$ to vary from roll call to roll call, with $\beta$ fixed across roll calls (Ladha, 1986). If $\beta$ is not held constant, different legislator coordinates are being estimated for every roll call.

Except for the claims made by Peltzman (1984), the economic interests model has not proven to be very successful. Rather, a series of papers has appeared, each with a similar conclusion: after controlling for economic interests, ideology is important (Kau and Rubin, 1979; Kau, Keenan, and Rubin, 1982; Kalt and Zupan, 1984).

Kau and Rubin (1979) disentangled ideology from economic interests by regressing ADA ratings on a set of economic variables. The residuals from this regression were used as a measure of ‘‘pure’’ personal ideology. The economic variables and the constructed ideology variable were then utilized in various logit equations to explain a variety of specific roll-call votes. Kalt and Zupan (1984) perform a similar analysis on an index constructed from roll calls on strip mining.

The problem with the residuals approach is that it is very likely that the economic interests of the constituency and the personal ideology of the legislator are highly correlated. There is strong evidence that members of Congress vote consistently over time on issues and are very sensitive to their voting history (Clausen, 1973; Fiorina, 1974; Asher and Weisberg, 1978; Stone, 1980; Bullock, 1981). It seems unlikely in the extreme that a member of Congress could remain so consistent over a career but not be in basic agreement with the reelection constituency.

Because of this collinearity, it is very misleading to define the unexplained residuals as ‘‘personal’’ ideology.

The pitfalls of this collinearity can be seen clearly in Peltzman’s (1984) attempt to explain away personal ideology in favor of measures of constituent economic interests. Following Kau and Rubin, he also regresses ADA (and COPE) ratings on a battery of economic variables, including a dummy variable for political party. He concludes that ‘‘an initially large role for party is eliminated and overshadowed by finer specification of interests’’ (1984, p. 197). However, an examination of his Tables 1 and 2 shows that the most significant variable by far is the labor share of total interest group contributions. In addition, the party dummy is the most significant variable in the equations, that use just average constituency characteristics. Party is less significant when variables are added to measure the reelection constituency, but it still has
considerable punch. The problem is that party, the ADA and COPE ratings, and labor union PAC contributions are very highly intercorrelated. The Pearson correlations of the ADA and COPE ratings with one-dimensional legislator coordinates estimated by a metric unfolding of 37 interest group ratings (Poole, 1984) are .97 and .90 respectively. The same coordinates were used by Poole and Romer (1985) in a simple one-dimensional spatial model of PAC contributions, and they accounted for nearly all labor union PAC contributions. In short, all these variables can be viewed as generated by a simple underlying belief system model.

Kau, Keenan, and Rubin (1982) take a different approach in measuring ideology. They construct a model of legislators, constituents, and campaign contributors and test it using a simultaneous equations logit model. They finesse the whole issue of personal ideology by trying to explain roll-call voting by purely constituency measures of ideology and economic interests. As a measure of ideology, they use the 1976 vote for Ford in each representative’s district. Their strongest result was that their ideology measure was significant in all the vote equations. “Ideology is significant in explaining voting by Congress, even after adjusting for economic characteristics of constituents” (p. 287).

All these efforts share a fundamental flaw. None studies how much is explained by economic characteristics once ideology (variously measured) is controlled for. In fact, it is quite likely that a measure such as the ADA rating will explain most voting on the issues considered by these papers, and the addition of a battery of economic variables will add little explanatory power. I think that this is so because the personal beliefs of members of Congress correspond with these of their reelection constituencies. The correlation between the aggregate economic variables and a measure like the ADA rating reflects a very noisily measured correlation between Y and X.

Conclusion

I began this essay with the observation that, if a set of data is structured, then a variety of techniques will reveal aspects of that structure. Roll-call data from the U.S. Congress is a textbook example of this. The data are highly structured, but there is also enough noise in the data so that there is room for considerable debate over the nature of the structure. This debate will undoubtedly become more lively because the advent of large-scale computing resources has made more complex estimations possible.

I believe that the aspects of structure revealed by the various ap-
proaches I surveyed in this essay are consistent with the belief-system spatial model. The model combines two disparate fields of study: theoretical work by economists, statisticians, and political scientists (Hotelling, 1929; Smithies, 1941; Downs, 1957; Davis, Hinich, and Ordeshook, 1970) and the survey research work by the Michigan group that led to Converse’s theory of belief systems (Campbell, Converse, Miller, and Stokes, 1960). Furthermore, the model embodies a policy interpretation of political parties as collections of individuals with similar patterns of constraint over issues. A consequence of the model is the primacy of dimensions that most clearly separate the political parties. In this regard, political parties per se are not the primary variable; rather, the fundamental dimensions of belief that give rise to the parties are the primary variables.

When the belief-system model is placed within the context of the work of Fiorina (1974) and Fenno (1978) it is clear that the effort to separate personal beliefs from constituency is futile and misdirected. A geographic constituency is a smorgasbord of discrete groups that the entrepreneurial politician can select from to form support constituencies that are in accord with their personal beliefs. If these support constituencies are large and powerful enough, the politician wins. And if the politician wins, once in Congress, he/she essentially never changes his/her personal beliefs. It is at the formation stage of the support coalition that personal beliefs may be adjusted by the politician to insure success. This is when it is meaningful to try to separate personal beliefs from constituency characteristics. But it is precisely at this stage, before the politician has a voting record, that the data on personal beliefs are scarce. In any case, models that do not incorporate a politician’s personal beliefs (however arrived at) simply will not work well. The spatial theory of party competition is an excellent example of this. Recent theoretical work that assumes policy preferences on the part of candidates has finally produced nonconvergent equilibriums that match the results of empirical studies (Wittman, 1983; Calvert, 1985; Alesina, 1987).

How entrepreneurial politicians form support constituencies is an important empirical question with equally important implications for political theory. In a political system with low voter turnout and with geographic constituencies that seem to be able to support different reelection constituencies, just who is being represented and how? Although roll-call voting may be only a small part of congressional decision making, analytical models of the voting process can tell us much about the larger issues of representation.

Keith T. Poole is Associate Professor of Political Economy, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213.
NOTES

1. My essay should be read as a supplement to Melissa Collie's (1985) excellent bibliographical essay. Her essay covers legislatures generally in a comparative perspective.

2. I use percentage of variation rather than variance because the sum of the squared eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix is equal the sum of the squared elements of the matrix.

3. Because of core limitations entailed by the program I used on the Cray to generate the results of Figures 1 and 2, the size of the Yule's Q matrices had to be limited to a maximum of 1000 by 1000. This maximum was reached only in the 94th Senate, where 1027 roll calls met the 10% minority criterion; I used the first 1000 roll calls in the analysis. All roll calls, and senators and representatives who voted at least 25 times, were used in the agreement score analysis.

4. For the House, the Pearson correlation between the Yule's Q and the KYST measures was .89, between Yule's Q and the metric scaling .94, and for KYST and the metric scaling .96. The corresponding figures for the Senate were .87, .92, and .95 respectively. These figures are for one dimension.

5. A simple Guttman scaling of the congresses in this period correctly classifies an average of 93.3% of the voting with an average coefficient of scalability (proportional reduction of error over the marginals) of 80%.

6. A detailed explanation of the Monte-Carlo study is available on request.

7. The metric scaling was not as accurate as KYST in recovering the relative weighting of the dimensions because the minimum agreement score in the Monte-Carlo simulations tended to be about 25. Because the data are transformed into Euclidean distances in a metric scaling, there are limits on the maximum possible distance between any pair of points. The recovered configuration becomes slightly distorted in compensation.

8. Although they do not analyze specific roll-call votes, Carson and Oppenheimer (1984) also advocate the residuals approach to define personal ideology.

9. Another piece of evidence for this constituency is Table 4 in Poole and Daniels (1985). It shows that representatives who are elected to the Senate rarely change their spatial position as measured by a one-dimensional interest group unfolding analysis.

10. Poole and Romer (1983) perform this experiment with the Kalt and Zupan (1984) data. As a measure of ideology, we used the one-dimensional Senate coordinates from Poole (1981). Using the ANTISTRIP dependent variable (Kalt and Zupan, 1984, p. 285), we found that the r-square of the regression using only the ideology variable was .689. The r-square of the regression using the economic variables was .364 and the r-square of the regression with both the economic variables and the ideology variable was .720.
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